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The Trail editor responsible for Anti-Trail
By Brandon Lueken

blueken@ups.edu
News Writer
Shocking news erupted from
the Media House earlier this
week when it was discovered
that Chelsea Taylor, Editor-inChief of The Trail, was also the
Editor-in-Chief of The AntiTrail, her rival news source.
This discovery was made by
Opinions Editors, Lauren Foster and Cara Munson, who
came in early Monday morning to work on their pages and
discovered Taylor printing off
copies of the Anti-Trail. When
discovered, Taylor initially tried
to play off the stunt as subversion by "trying to give the AntiTrail a bad name. When it was
pointed out that the Anti-Trail
already had a bad name, Taylor
threw the pages at her staff and
attempted to flee.
Luckily, the opinions staff is
fleet of foot and caught Taylor
before she could reach her car.
They subdued her and hauled
her back into the office. They
sent out a staff-wide e-mail
regarding the issue, and then
handed Taylor over to Security
Services.
She did not stay in custody
long, as technically Taylor
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Taylor was escorted out of the Media House by Campus Security for creating the Anti-Trail.

has committed no crime, only
raised the ire of many clubs
and organizations with offensive humor. Upon the revelation, Taylor met with ASUPS

executives Yusuf Word and
Ross Heymen, as well as Marta
Palmquist-Cady, faculty representative for Media Board, the
catuptikoznedia oversight com-

mittee. In that meeting, Taylor
revealed her secret obsession to
drive up readership ofThe Trail
by creating a competitor for the
long established nutwer.

"She was fanatical about her
desire to have the whole campus reading the newspaper,"
Heymen said.
Apparently student addiction to the gossipy Hey You's
was not enough, and Taylor
felt that even as Editor-inChief she could not make the
radical changes she desired for
the paper.
"She felt that if The Trail just
came out and said that no-one
cares about half the clubs, and
that the ASUPS candidates
weren't ideal, she wouldn't
be able to _put out a paper,"
Palmquist-Cady said. "No-one
would write for her, and everyone would attack the paper for
having a controversial stance."
In the wake of her exposure,
Taylor resigned as the Editorin-Chief, and Mark Delbrueck,
former managing editor was
promoted. Currently, The Trail
is undergoing an internal hiring process for the now vacant
managing editor position.
"I hope that we can just put
this all behind us," Delbrueck
said. "We just want to finish
out the semester by putting
out a quality product we can be
proud of"
Taylor could not be reached
for comment about this scandal. •

Student finds recycling pointless, enjoys Lost Cadavers
By Kensington Draftwager

kdraftwager@ups.edu
News Writer
After going to a school that
stresses sustainability over anything, I just assumed that everybody is supposed to recycle.
For the past two years, I have
accepted this seemingly innocent doctrine.
But, here's the secret, and you
can check this out for yourselves
if you don't believe me: You
don't actually have to recycle!
I mean, think about it! You're
standing in front of a trash can
and a recycling bin ready to feverishly sort out your waste into
the two separate containers,

but here's a thought: just throw
the whole thing into the trash!
Everything on your plate could
feasibly be garbage. You might
think that the plastic bottle
next to your salad is recyclable,
but it is also garbageable!
That's the tricky little secret
of the garbage. Everything
has the potential to be garbage.
Glass bottle? Throw it into the
trashcan, and you've got garbage. That troublesome newsa. er? Throw it in the garbage.
While you're at it, why even
bother puttingyour tray in the
tray return? Just throw the
whole thing into the trashcan.
Silverware? Garbage. Salt and
pepper shakers? Garbage.
just think about it this way,

you wouldn't want to use someone else's trash, so why recycle
and make someone use your
trash? You're not doing them
any favors by making them use
something that you don't even
want.
Everybody likes getting
something new, so why deny
them that pleasure? If you
recycle that bottle today, it's
just going to become another
bottle that's going to become
someone else's problem. If that
person recycles that old, dirty
bottle, it will just become another person's problem. You're
just pushing your problem onto
the next naïve person gullible
enough to use that nasty recycled bottle, until this passing
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Students who dislike sustainability enjoy throwing recyclable goods into trash cans for fun.
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of the buck becomes a vicious
cycle...nay, a vicious REcycle.
You might be asking yourself, "when I'm throwing everything into the garbage cans,
won't they eventually fill up?"
Well yes they will, but here's
the beauty ot the situation. If
you threw everything into the
trashcans, the recycling bins
would be empty, and free to fill
with more trash.
Once the recycling bins, or
"auxiliary trash cans are full,
we move to the ground, a.k.a.
nature's trash can. You can
even hide trash wherever you
want! Try putting it under a
book or behind a recycling bin.
Who knew throwing things
away could be fun?
Sure, there are the benefits of
recycling, like saving countless
resources, the environment,
being sustainable and bagging
the occasional environmentally
conscious babe. But we have
to put aside the selfish needs
of the planet and others and do
what is easier for us.
Who is everyone else to tell
me what "helps" the environment? Why should I do something just because its really
beneficial to the human race
and takes relatively no time
at all when I could be watching Lost at 10 p.m. on ABC?
Didn't catch the last episode?
No problem!
We can all watch Lost FREE
at ABC.com , brought to us
with almost no commercial
interruption by our friends at
Epson, Disney, and Carnival
Cruises. •

disappear
from
Harned Hall
By Doug Sprague

dsprague@ups.edu
News Writer
In an eerie development, the
Exercise Science Department
reported that the cadavers in
Framed Hall have disappeared.
Kept for the anatomy and
physiology class, the cadavers
were stored in their usual room
Friday afternoon at Harned
Hall. However, when the class
went to examine them Monday morning, the cadavers were
nowhere to be found.
"This is just disturbing,"
Barbara Warren, exercise science professor said. "They
were hanging there on the wall
when I left, and when I came
back, they were gone."
The cadavers are kept behind a locked door that only a
few select people have keys to.
Warren, upon discovering the
missing cadavers, called Security Services. After the necessary
details were discerned, Security notified the police, asking
for their assistance. While the
bodies were missing, the bags
containing the cadavers were

SEE CADAVER PAGE
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Ground breaking
for rain gardens
Excess rain to be stored for gardens
By Callie Johnson
cmjohnson@ups.edu
News Writer
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Son of Associate Business Professor Nila Wiese examined candy from an Easter egg at an egg
hunt Saturday. About 50 children attended the hunt, hosted by Circle K and Greek Life.

Freshmen travel to Dubai
for leadership conference
By Suzanne Taylor
setaylor@ups.edu
News Writer
Most college students spend
their freshman year patiently
waiting for the exciting, things
to come in the future. "l his
however, two freshmen at UPS
have already had a globally
and academically enriching
experience of a lifetime. Freshmen Gratia Ratzloff and Gina
Tzodikov left Tacoma Mar. 8
to travel to Dubai, a large city
in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE), in order to attend the
third Women as Global Leaders conference.
The conference "focuses on
emergent and current leadership roles across the globe as
well as the practice of educating students for and about
leadership," according to its
website.
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Mostly students and professors attend the conference, as
well as other individuals involved with leadership.
For Ratzloff and Tzodikov,
the journey to the conference
began last fall when they completed aproject about McDonald's for Professor Andrew
Gardner's Anthropology of
Food class. Their project focused on women in management, which eventually led
them to further develop their
work into a paper and apply to
the Women as Global Leaders
conference. In January, Ratzloff
and Tzodikov received their acceptance and began preparing
for the trip to Dubai.
Their paper,
paper, entitled "Ethnographic
on Leadership from Below: Nickels
and Dimes in the Fast Food
Industry," focused on local
leadership positions, specifically in McDonald's franchises, that women hold. It also
emphasized the role of women
leaders who have little or no
academic background but who
still exercise leadership roles
in the business world. The paper argues that there are many
women who lead businesses
from the lower social strata of
the global political economy.
Ratzloff and Tzodikov ex-

plained that when they arrived
in the UAE they did not experience much culture shock
because the city of Dubai is so
Americanized and modern that
the only thing that felt foreign
was the extravagance and large
buildings. They both said that
the women they met in Dubai,
even though they followed traditional rules of1VIuslim dress,
seemed to feel proud to live in
the Middle East instead of restricted by cultural customs.
"I've always wanted to travel
to Spanish-speaking countries,
but now that I've been to the
United Arab Emirates, I'd like
to go to another country in the
Middle East to see what it's like
compared to Dubai,"Tzodikov
said. "I definitely would like to
go to the Middle East again."
After settling in and experiencing the city, Tzodikov and
Ratzloff prepared to present
their paper during the conference, which took place from
Mar. 10-12. They read their
paper while showing a PowerPoint to a panel group of
about twenty people, and also
attended several other similar
panels about various topics.
Two panels were of particular
interest to them — a discus-
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This April, seniors Carolyn
Anderson, Mckenna Krueger
and Pauline Seng will hold a
ground-breaking ceremony
for UPS' first ever rain garden
project. The project is one of
several sustainability grants
awarded by the Sustainability
Advisory Committee.
The UPS rain gardens will
soak up excess storm water
using plants that are native to
Wash., such as snowberry, evergreen huckleberry, Douglas
aster and sword ferns. These
plants are adapted to Tacoma's
climate, able to survive wet
winters and dry summers, and
require no pesticides or fertilizers.
Each of the two gardens will
be 400 square feet, built on
Theme Row in areas that receive
large amounts of water from
impervious surfaces. One site,
behind 1119 N. Lawrence, receives storm water from nearly
1900 square feet of pavement,
and the other catches runoff
from the 16,000 square foot
Facilities parking lot.
The gardens will be sunken
into the ground and native
vegetation will be planted inside. The plants requiring the
most water will grow on the
bottom where the largest volume of water will collect, and
those thriving on less water
will be planted on the sloping
sides.
Rain collection barrels will
beplaced around campus
buildings to capture runoff
from rooftops. Overflow from
the barrels will be used to water the garden during the drier

To get involved in the
rain garden project,
visit Harvesting the
Future at http://asups.
ups.edu/students/cganclerson / rg / home. html
For information on the
Sustainability
Advisory Committee,
visit http://www.ups.
edu/x6623.xm1
months, saving both irrigation
water and expense to the campus.
In Tacoma, which gets 37
inches of rain every year, storm
water management is an important issue. Runoff can carry
pollution from roads and parking lots, herbicides, petroleum
products and animal waste
directly into nearby streams,
ponds and the Puget Sound,
especially in developing areas
where increasing land surface
does not absorb rainfall.
Senior Carolyn Anderson, a
student working on the project, discussed the importance
of managing storm water.
"Urbanization and decreasing
green space lead to problems
such as flooding, overflowing sewage systems, erosion of
stream banks, increased pollution and loss of wildlife habitat," Anderson said. "Rain gardens are one way of sustainably
managing storm water because
they increase an urban area's
capacity to absorb runoff."
Pollution and the rising costs
associated with combating it
SEE RAIN PAGE 4
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UPS Irrigation Specialist, Tim Putnam, and seniors Pauline
Seng and Mckenna Krueger test soil percolation rates.
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C.A.I.R. requests changes
to UPS Diversity Statement
provide access to those groups other members of the senior
to which it has been historically staff have discussed changing
kstreet@ups.edu
the graphics of the Diversity
denied."
Assistant News Editor
Another change included Statement poster in order to
adding "we act to public[ly] highlight race more explicitly."
Changes to the University of confront racism, sexism, clas- "The original poster design
Puget Sound Diversity State- sism and all other forms of op- was the result of a student art
ment were requested by mem- pression." contest in which poster designs
bers of the Coalition Against InIn order for the proposed were solicited from the student
justice and Racism (C.A.I.R.).
changes to be instituted, the bod)5" Bartanen said.
According to Academic Dean most likely process would be for "[Dr. Bobby] and I actually beKris Bartanen, "Work on the C.A.I.R. to take their requests gan this discussion last summer
University Diversity Statement to the University Diversity as the current design has been
began in 2000-2001 in the Uni- Committee.
in use for several years and no
versity Diversity Committee (a
"The Committee could then longer captures the attention of
standing committee of the Fac- consider and propose changes, the campus audience as well as
ulty Senate)."
which would then be taken to it might; it's time for a revision
e diversity stateand upgrade of the
ment was endorsed
poster design, even
by the Staff Senate
"Affirmation by the whole campus community if possible changes
and ASUPS Senate is important for such a statement.
in wording might
in Spring 2002; by the
—Kris Bartanen, Dean of Students take longer to work
President's
Cabinet
through the revision
in Summer 2002; by
and affirmation prothe Faculty Senate in
cess," Bartanen said.
Fall 2002; and by the Board of the Faculty Senate, Staff Senate,
Bobby will take the lead and
Trustees in February 2003.
ASUPS Senate, the President's collaborate with those who are
Members of C.A.I.R. said Cabinet, and Board of Trustees interested in this project.
that the statement "fails to ex- for affirmation," Bartanen said.
"Campus values and aspiraplicitly state the necessity of "Affirmation by the whole cam- tions, and the actions of indiimproving the racial diversi
pus community is important for vidual members of the campus
of its students, faculty and st
such a statement in order that community that result from
population" and "further fails there is clear buy-in for our commitment to those values and
to explicitly state opposition to stated aspirations and values, aspirations affect all students,
discriminatory behavior."
as well as the actions that flow faculty, and staff," Bartanen
According to Bartanen, from them."
said. e want this campus to
the group has proposed three
The Committee is also dis- be welcoming of diversity, inchanges to the wording of the cussing the change of other clusive in all aspects of its work,
statement.
aspects of the Diversity State- and a place that — in accord with
The changes included adding ment.
our educational mission — pre"we aspire to have racial diver"In the interim, Chief Diver- pares students for leadership in
sity within our student, faculty sity Officer Dr. Kim Bobby and a diverse world." •
and staff community, and to
By Kapiolani Street

DUBAI
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sion about women and public
health policy in Sub-Saharan
Africa and another panel about
illiteracy in Morocco. Both said
they wanted to continue learning about women and global
leadership.
"I'm studying FLIA, and it
was very interesting to meet all
these women from around the
world and different cultures
and see that we were all on the
same level," Ratzloff said.
Both Ratzloff and Tzodikov
agreed that while everyone
there was remarkable in their
own way, one young woman
stuck out in both their minds.
They met a graduate student
at Princeton who grew up in
Ghana before leaving for college in the United States. She
was working toward a degree
in public health policy, and

when asked if she wanted to
stay in the United States, she
said she planned to return to
Ghana. Her determination to
help her community resonated
with Ratzloff and Tzodikov after they returned to UPS.
These two emerging leaders
returned to Tacoma and have
since gone about their normal
activities. They are both anticipating a possible return to
Dubai for the 2010 Women as
Global Leaders conference. •

Visit the conference
website at http://
www.zu.ac.aeileadership2006/

PHOTO COURTESY OF GINA TZODIKOV
Freshmen Gina Tzodikov and Gratia Ratzloff presented their
paper, Ethnographic Perspectives from Leadership from Below: Nickels and Dimes in the Fast Food Industry, in March.

Development added as new academic option
By Lan Nguyen

inguyen@ups.edu
News Writer
Students who are interested
in issues of global development
will have the option of receiving a designation to complement their major next school
year.
The Global Development
Studies program, spearheaded
by Monica DeHart, Assistant
Professor of Comparative Sociology, Nick Kontogeorgopoulos, Associate Professor oflnternational Political Economy,
and Matt Warning, Associate
Professor of Economics, will
allow students who concentrate on issues of development
in their studies to receive recognition for their curricular
focus through a designation of
Interdisciplinary Emphasis in
Global Development Studies.
DeHart, Kontogeorgopoulos
and Warning are the members
of the program's advisory committee.
Although the program is
new, student interest in development issues is anything but.
According to Kontogeorgopo-

ulos, who teaches the IPE core
course for the Global Development Studies Program, approximately 10 to 15 percent
of his students are particularly
interested in development and
taking courses that pertain to
the issue.
"We wanted to formalize
what was already happening
and what students are already
doing," he said.
According to the 2008-09
course Bulletin: "The Global
Development Studies Program
represents an interdisciplinary array of courses that share
a focus on the problematics
and transformations associated
with development.
"Since development entails
political, economic, social, and
cultural transformations at
the individual, local, national
and global levels, the program
consists of courses that address
multiple thematic and regional
dimensions of development
processes.
"The program offers a curricular concentration on global
development as a designation
on the transcript upon graduation for students who choose
this concentration."

The idea for the program
got off the ground when the
advisory committee met last
summer under the Burlington
Northern Curriculum Grant,
which is an endowment that
provides funds to assist faculty with course development.
DeHart, Kontogeorgopoulos,
and Warning applied for and
received the grant to refine the
development courses that they
teach, specifically working to
prevent overlap and enhance
complementarity among their
courses.
But they also used that time
to work on the idea of an emphasis on Global Development
Studies.
"The purpose is to give people a framework for building
a more coherent and multidimensional understanding of
development," DeHart said.
To get the designation, students must complete a total of
six units from a -list of required
and elective course options. Of
these, students must take two
of the program's three "core"
courses: CSOC 316: Social and
Cultural Change, ECON 314:
Economic Analysis of Underdevelopment and/or IPE 311"
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Political Economy of "Third
World" Development.
According to DeHart, core
courses give a theoretical and
conceptual background for the
perspectives of different disciplines. For instance, the Economics course deals with issues
of economic inequality, the International Political Economy
course deals with policy and
trade-offs, while the Comparative Sociology class focuses on
cultural and philosophical aspects of development.
Four units from the list of
elective courses, which are not
yet listed on the Cascade Web
site but will appear in next
school year's b ulletin, are also
required to finish out the six
units. Elective courses must be
selected from both thematic
and region-based options. All
courses for the designation
must also be passed with a C
grade or better. Substitution of
requirements — including credit for courses taken on study
abroad — may be possible if it is
petitioned and approved by the
Global Development Studies
advisory committee.
Until the new Bulletin is released, students with questions
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about the designation and its
requirements can seek further information from any of
the three advisory committee
members.
The advisory committee
looked at other institutions for
further inspiration, but found
that the emphasis generally
did not exist at UPS' peer intuitions, although there were
some nationally.
"We're in a unique position
to offer this designation. We
have enough faculty expertise
in this area and enough interest from students to create a
demand for it," DeHart said.
As for the future of the program, DeHart said that it's
something that is up to a variety of factors, although she
is hopeful of the program's expansion.
"It's something that will grow
over time based on student interests, scholarly specialization
and the institutional limits. If
there's a big enough student
population involved, it would
be nice to embellish the classes
with events and workshops
that will fill out people's experiences." •
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Take Back the
Night at UPS

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ABBY KAUFMAN

Following the keynote address by noted speaker, editor and
author, Ingo Muscio, students marched throughout campus.

THE TRAIL

Library director announced
By Courtney Kandler
ckandler@ups.edu
News Writer
The departure of Library Director Karen Fischer last April
prompted a national search for
her replacement. The search ended mid-March when Jane Carlin
from the University of Cincinnati
was appointed Director of the
UPS Collins Library.
The Library Director leads and
manages library staff, services,
and systems including electronic
resources.
"One of the key issues for libraries is the balance of print and
electronic resources," Academic
Dean Kris Bartanen said. "Libraries are centers of technology."
Candidates for this position
have to know not only about libraries and their books, but also
about technology, which, according to Bartanen, Carlin is interested and up to speed with.
"There is strong potential for
collaboration between the Office
of Information Services and the
library," Bartanen said. "It's very
exciting to think of Carlin and
[newly hired Chief Technology
Officer] Molly Tamarkin working
to ether."
J ane has much experience as a
librarian and as a teacher," Bartanen added.
Carlin's well-rounded background includes her present position as Senior Librarian at the
University of Cincinnati, where
she was presented with the University of Cincinnati's first Libraries Leadership award. Carlin
has also worked as a teacher for
some honors classes and led study

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP

Newly appointed library director Jane Carlin will begin in June.

abroad programs as well.
The national search that led the
university to Carlin began in Fall
2007. At the end of September,
two representatives came from
an external search firm and did
intensive interviews on campus in
order to amass material for a draft
position description. From midOctober through early December,
the search firm worked on recruiting candidates. A list of semifinalists was then selected and
presented to the university, and
UPS' own interview committee
conducted telephone interviews
with the candidates in January.

RAIN
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Students gather in a circle to show their unity for fighting
violence against women. Take Back the Night is a three-day
event that was held last week.

The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to
Security Services between March 25 and March 31:

A student reported her laptop computer, a credit card, and
approximately $200.00 in cash stolen from a study area in the
basement of the Library where she had left them unattended
for a short period.

seem daunting. Kruger, Seng,
and Anderson wanted to set an
example of a sustainable storm
water management project that
the average citizen or university student could realistically
carry out.
"This is one way that UPS
can have a positive impact on
the general health of the Tacoma ecosystem. It seems smallscale, but this practice can have
a great trickle-down effect,
benefitting Tacoma's storm
water management system,"
Krueger said.
The project is an example
of low-impact development
(LID), a water-management

CONT. FROM PAGE 2

technique based on conserving
features of the natural habitat.
A LID _project would use several different tools to reduce
runoff, soak up rainwater, and
filter out po llution. For example, permeable paving and
vegetated roofs help absorb
storm water, removing harmful
pollutants before they flow into
the water table.
Anderson, Krueger and Seng
developed the idea for the rain
garden through a grant proposal assignment for Professor
Lisa Johnson's Environmental
Law course last fall, in which
students had to propose a sustainability-related project to

A student recovered her stolen bicycle outside of Howarth
Hall from an individual who had it in his possession. The individual stated he found it after it had been abandoned. The
student said her bicycle had been stolen about two days prior.
Mail Services reported the theft of its university golf cart.
The cart was apparently stolen from the alley behind the
Wheelock Student Center. Tacoma Police are investigating.

the Environmental Protection
Agency.
After seeing the success
other universities had with
rain garden projects, the three
turned to the SAC for funding,
proposing the idea as a sustainability grant.
The rain gardens are an educational asset to the university
as well as a way to maintain
UPS' commitment to sustainability," Anderson said.
As graduating seniors, Anderson, Krueger, and Seng are
putting the word out to find
someone interested in keeping UPS' new storm watermanagement system running
smoothly.
If you would like to get involved in the project,ylease
visit the Harvesting the Future
website at: http://asups.ups.
edu/students/cganderson/rg/
home.html.•

Foolish
Pleasures

A student reported his room in a university-owned huse
was broken into while he was away. He said a large trunk,
containing a significant amount of cash, was taken. Tacoma
Police are investigating.

Film Festival

It is important to safeguard your personal property by keeping it locked up and by not leaving in unattended. The recent
thefts experienced by many in the Library are all a result of
property left unattended. You can avoid becoming a victim of
theft by being proactive. Please help keep the campus community safe by being mindful of this and by reported suspicious
activity immediately to Security Services at extension 3311.
Courtesy of Todd A Badham
Director of Security Services.

In February, the two finalists
came to the university.
"It was an opportunity for the
candidates to see the campus and
meet us all in person. They could
see for themselves whether the
university was a good match for
them and they for us," Bartanen
said.
After a number of on-campus
interviews and meetings with
staff, faculty, and students, feedback was collected and used in the
final evaluation of the finalists.
Carlin will officially begin her
employment as UPS Library Director on June 30, 2008. •

TONIGHT
9 PM
PHOTO COURTESY OF CAROLYN ANDERSON

Seniors Pauline Seng and Carolyn Anderson at 1119 Lawrence,
one of the two sites for a garden that the students proposed.

Marshall Hall

COMICS & CLASSIFIEDS
"HEY YOU," with the
French moustache— verrrry
nice! Hoh hoh hoh.

"HEY YOU," If I give
you my pretzel can I tamper with your release valve?

"HEY YOU," when I see
you on stage I want to rip
your clothes off with my
teeth.

"HEY YOU," chemistry major with the yellow
backpack. I miss feeling
the soft, plushy feathers
hidden within the confines
of the hooded white coat.

"HEY YOU," library patrons, when you can't find a
book don't come to the circ
desk workers with your awful attitude. It Just makes
you look stupic: when we
find your book exactly
where it is supposed to be.

Wanna write a Hey You?
Send your call outs to:
trailheyyou@ups.edu
Rules:
No names or identifying
descriptions (jersey numbers, initials, etc.)
Must be submitted by
weekend prior to publication.
No profanity.

5
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"HEY YOU," Trimble
walls. You fail.

"HEY YOU," who uses
crayons to describe racism,
white supremacy is getting
to your head.

"HEY YOU," Smashbrothers Brawl! You are
"HEY YOU," maybe if
seriously undermining my
you've ever been to Philly
studies.
you'd know how provolo"HEY YOU," you're al- ne is used just as much as
ways coming over to our cheese-wiz. Get some.
suite and talking about ce"HEY YOU," Rockband
lebrity gossip. You know a
buddies at 13th, let's not
lot, for a dude.
fear the reaper and catch
"HEY
YOU,"
everyone
those war pigs next time.
"HEY YOU," stop calling
knows
it
wasn't
a
knife
me every night!! Maybe
"HEY YOU," people who
you should donate $5 to me, fight in T.J. and thanks for
talk
in the library, I hope
the
magical
kiss.
since I'm going to be the
you
get
Ebola.
poor broke college gradu"HEY
YOU,"
I
saw
ate. I don't have money to
"HEY YOU," Ceramics
you eat that booger. You
spend on a gift!
thought you were being so guy. You make the most
beautiful pottery I've ever
"HEY YOU," check out sneaky, didn't you?
seen. I love it!
the new campus rain gar"HEY
YOU,"
You!
You
dens!
asked me to Hey You! So
"HEY YOU," get off my
Hey!
Hey
You!
cloud,
you don't know me
"HEY YOU," five cookand
you
don't know my
ies a day keeps the tummy
style.
"HEY
YOU,"
the
Hey
tiger at bay!
You box in the café is not
"HEY YOU," blonde
"HEY YOU," I FOUND a tip jar!
crew boy you should come
THE HATCHET
"HEY YOU," but you can into Diversions to get a
still
put money in it.
grande drip with no room
"HEY YOU," Canadian
more often.
boy in Seward, if being sexy
"HEY
YOU,"
housemate,
was a crime, you'd be guilty
"HEY YOU," tall and
I'm glad we're friends again.
as charged!
I missed your deligatful pretty, wearing your yellow
"HEY YOU," pretty lady. quirkiness and bodily func- Hawaiian shirt, your smile
makes Japanese class worth
You're beautiful, I don t tions.
it.
care what that jackass says.
"HEY
YOU,"
crew
team!
I love you more than the
"HEY YOU," angel,
You guys are freakin' amazworld!
ing!
thanks for watching my
race.
"HEY YOU," Jackass
"HEY
YOU,"
I
just
lost
mentioned above. Please,
"HEY YOU," screw
next time try to be consid- the game.
school, let's go back to
erate and mind your own
"HEY YOU," brown Cabo!
business. I'm disgusted by
chicken,
brown cow!
your offensive comments.
"HEY YOU," with the
Lay off.
"HEY YOU," crayon box tiny Indian named Indian...
"HEY YOU," ex-girl- a**hole. You are an insensi- you are my sunshine.
friend of the guy I'm now tive f*** and have no idea
"HEY YOU," best friend,
with, please stop mak- what you are talking about.
ing yourself look pathetic. If someone feels they have remember when we got
Sometimes it's a real mood been treated unfairly then written up or when you
killer when you text him it is their responsibility to peed on the curb or when
while I'm on him. But don't speak out about it. Don't you passed out on that
worry we get over it rather condemn others for being couch in the kitchen or
active. Nobody should have when we cuddled? LOL
quickly.
to feel "lucky' about being me too...good times.
"HEY YOU," with the included. You are stupid.
"HEY YOU," I'm really
big mouth...wink.
"HEY YOU," Ultimate so sorry about all the drama
"HEY YOU," Trimble, OC boy, instead ofjust this semester, I wish things
why does the second largest staring at each other, let's had worked out differently.
dorm on campus possess say "Hi" next time and see
what happens.
"HEY YOU," my super
only a single computer?
hot boyfriend who desper"HEY YOU," hoedown ateley needs a haircut, get
"HEYYOU,"your friends
partner,
thanks for order- one and you can have me
are awesome. I love you.
ing us a new light so I don't for as long as you want.
"HEY YOU," crew team, have a seizure every time I
"HEY YOU," Montana
just keep strokin' and listen take a crap.
girl.
Beware of my good
to your cox!
"HEY YOU," get some!
looks.

"HEY YOU,"UPS Sports
Info! The live webcast on
the softball games in California made my Spring
Break!
"HEY YOU," can we
elope to a magical land
where there are no girlfriends-from-back home?
"HEY YOU," Phi Delt
who broke a chair after losing a drinking game, good
luck succeeding in the real
world.
"HEY YOU," KUPS,
you threw agreat party but
is your staff always that
friendly with each other?
"HEY YOU," I have the
chicken pocs.
"HEY YOU," Slytherins,
holla!
"HEY YOU," sorry anyone who was offended by a
certain Hey You last week.

"HEY YOU," came to
the beach party just for you.
My bear, in your sexy green
and yellow Hawaiian shirt.
"HEY YOU," why don't
you donate me $5?
"HEY YOU," Underclassmen, be respectful and
shut the eff up in the library! some people in here
are actually studying!!
"HEY YOU," aphi seniors, HOTTIE TOTTIES!! its time to live it
up!
"HEY YOU," blondehaired boy from my calc 2
class last semester, we hung
out in Oppenheimer between classes. Want to do
that again sometime?
"HEY YOU," let's boost
our house morale.
"HEY YOU," English
professor, the Cohen Brothers did not make There Will
Be Blood, it was PTA.
"HEY YOU," I need to
take a personal day.

Sudoku
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SPECIAL EGG DO -NOR NEEDED
Southend/Seattle appts.
Couple seeking special donor: 21-30,
:5-10", weight
proportionate, w/ a liealthy family history.
Best matelr Straight or wavy dark brown hair brown eyes,
Caucasian. Interest/major in pre-Law or History, athletic
ability, outgoing personality would be a very good match
but not required.
Fully confidential. 54,5500 compensation.
206-285-4855 nwfertilitv@msn.com
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Earth or space? Alternative media forms
Practicality of research prompt campus thought
By Brandon Lueken
blueken@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLLY HARTMAN

The environment should come first in research for the future.

By Isabelle Eyre
ieyre@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
The space satellite, Cassini,
discovered organic material on
one of the moons of Saturn.
Now we have another piece
of evidence that suggests that
there is a remote possibility of
life existing (even in its simplest
form, single-cell organisms)
on another planet. Interesting
information, but if this is the
most newsworthy thing that
the satellite discovered, was the
amount of money that went
into Cassini really worth it?
Space and space travel has
captured the imaginations of
eople for hundreds of years.
Now that humanity's dream
of discovering alien worlds
is within sight, should we be
pressing forward or concentrating on more pressing matters
here at home?
As a branch of science, I think
space travel holds a lot of mystique in our culture, particularly
in the exploration mindset that
is perpetuated by popular culture (e.g. "Boldly go where no
man has gone before.") Terraforming is an interesting idea
in science fiction, and I see it
as a possible solution for our
environmental plight on Earth.
Realistically, though? We're not
going to be at that point for a
while, and the problems keep
piling up.
Last year, NASA's budget
was roughly 16.25 billion dollars. This is not a record for the
program (in 1966, during the
height of the Apollo project,
two to four cents of every tax
dollar was being spent on the
space program), but no one can
deny that it is a lot of money
— all for the natural human instinct to expand and explore. At
the risk of sounding Euro-centric, it's like Columbus and the
other explorers who "discovered
the new world" (and please, no
letters about how they were
lookingfor a shorter route to
Just
ust work with this lessthan-perfect metaphor). Only
in that case, they stood to gain
something tangible — land, resources and wealth. Yes, it was
a risk and an expensive venture
but it paid off

You could argue that it's just
as likely that an expensive venture into space will have an end
result as "golden" as the discovery of North and South America by Europe (hopefully with
a more liberal treatment of the
aliens). But chances are, even
if we find a new planet to live
on, we would have to convert
the surface to something livable. Overall, it's an astronomically bigger risk than the 15th
century explorers took when
they guessed that there might
be land in the west — and yet I
would guess that _people would
look to that solution before
they thought about realistically
cleaning up the mess that is our
world today. Stephen Hawking once said, "To confine our
attention to terrestrial matters
would be to limit the human
spirit." The scientist certainly
has a grasp of human ingenuity,
but a documentary called "Alien
Planet" said that before we focus on the discovery of alien
worlds, we need to focus on the
one we already have.
Environmental science isn't
sexy like space travel. You can't
"boldly clean up an oil spill like
no man before." It makes the
news less than other sciencerelated stories. This sort of research is difficult, yes, and often fruitless — the search for
a non-carbon based fuel source
has been protracted, and every single one has a myriad of
problems. Time is running out,
and with it, the Earth's supply
of fuel. So, I guess the real question I'm posing is: do we use the
last of the carbon based fuels
on powering space missions to
distant worlds, or do we save
the space ship for after we've
discovered a new, sustainable
method of fueling dozens of
missions like that? I, personally,
don't want to crush the human
desire to expand. I think the
urge needs to be repressed for
a while, and modern sciences
need to be refocused.
I'm suggesting a cutback in
NASA's budget. The program
does a lot of terrestrial work,
too, which I think should be
brought to the forefront. I don't
know how, but environmental

Student art
in cafe

SEE EARTH PAGE 7

Students are finally fighting back against injustices and
mediocrity on campus. This semester students decided they
had enough. They were no
longer content to simply complain about their problems in
under-attended meetings, gossip about "might have beens"
or believe that their worries
would be addressed on their
own accord. Instead, they decided to start addressing these
problems publicly.
When a group of students
decided that the Combat Zone,
and by extension The Trail, was
not delivering the satiric punch
the school deserved, they decided that rather than join The
Trail and attempt to reform
things from the inside, they
would create The Anti-Trail to
bitch slap whoever needed it.
Every single ASUPS Media,
ASUPS club, ASUPS administration, the trustees and even
President Thomas got a taste
of the wrath of the Anti-Trail.
The Dean of Students and
Union Board decided to let the
street sheet distribute freely
in the SUB, citing freedom of
speech. Nearly every week this
semester The Trail has published, an Anti Trail appeared
the next week. Surprisingly,
the pseudonyms of the creators
have remained intact and no
one knows who puts it out. But

this wasn't the only dissatisfaction emerging.
A portion of the Black Studentilnion (BSU) was no longer content with the state of diversity at the school and wrote
a letter to President Thomas
about their concerns. They also
showed up at his doorstep at 8
a.m. to chat about their letter.
This letter sparked a variety of
conversations among students
and faculty, and out of those
conversations the Coalition
Against Injustice and Racism
(LAIR) emerged. The CAIR
group wrote another letter to
President Thomas regarding
the state of diversity on the
campus, calling for more stu-

We have two revolutionary
movements here on campus
both seeking to change the
way that the campus works,
but doing so in completely
different methods.

dents, faculty, and trustees of
color. They also demanded diversity training for faculty, better funding for diversity programs, a new core requirement
addressing issues of difference,
on-going diversity training after the I Am Puget Sound program during orientation, and
further actions regarding the
Thug Life party.
Student reactions to these
movements have differed
greatly. When the Anti-Trail

was mentioned at the ASUPS
Marshall Hall debates, the audience cheered. The Anti-Trail
has come up in class discussions and some people look
forward to it as much, or more
so than The Trail. The B SU and
CAIR letters have not gotten
as much word of mouth and
have been less widely available
to the UPS campus. A copy
of the CAIR letter appears on
the Tacoma SDS website, but I
haven't seen printouts floating
around campus like the AntiTrail. Copies of the BSU letter were circulated through email, so there's no telling how
far that got, but I didn't get a
copy myself and have no idea
where I might find one.
We have two revolutionary
movements here on campus
both seeking to change the
way that the campus works,
but doing so in completely different methods. The Anti Trail
is a meme, a cultural virus that
spreads from person to person.
People look at the Anti-Trail,
think it's funny, and show their
friends. When they are done
with it, they leave it on a table,
someone else finds it, continuing the process. Because of the
inflammatory content, students
will bring it up in conversation,
informing others in the process.
Sure, people have issues with
the Anti-Trail: the profanity,
the President Thomas connectthe-dots drawing (it was a penis for those of you who didn't

SEE MEDIA PAGE 7

People do stupid things
Perils of taking Viagra when young
By Glynnis Kirchmeier
gkirchmeier@ups.edu
Sex Columnist

Ten years ago, during clinical
drug trials for a heart medication, Pfizer noticed that their
volunteers got erections after
taking the drug. They switched
direction and lo! Viagra came
to be.
And, of course, the inevitable: Viagra is only for men with
erectile dysfunction (ED), but
many, many recreational users
are getting in on the action, including college students.
An acquaintance of mine took
half of a Viagra pill on a dare
and described the effect to me
as "a really incredible hard-on;
I had sex, like, five times that
night." But before you run off
and try it now, he also said that
"it wasn't like a normal hardon – it was throbbing, and sex
didn't make it feel better. I had
it for about five hours."
Here's how sildenafil citrate
(the thing in Viagra, Levitra,
and the other ED drugs) works
to keep an erection: the corpora
cavernosa in a penis (females
have them also, in the clitoris)
and the corpus spongiosum

Athletic
nutrition talk

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKI COMMONS

Cockrings are good alternatives to taking Viagra or other drugs.

are the three spongy tissues in
the penis that maintain erection. They do this by regulating
blood flow. During erection the
smooth muscles in the spongy

Crosscurrents
gets funding

tissues relax, allowing the corpora cavernosa to fill with blood
and press against veins, preventing the blood from leaving. The

SEE STUPID PAGE 7

Illegal
whaling
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Seniors: Resist rapidly encroaching senioritis
By Seth B. Doherty
sdoherty@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
I started writing this article
the afternoon before it was due
and I could not have put off
writing it any longer. I avoided
doing the work I had to do as
long as possible. I am a senior
anc clearly it is that time of
year when students start getting job offers or acceptance
letters. The dedication which
many students directed towards
their studies and this campus
are beginning to appear rather
insignificant, especially with
many of us slowly solidi ing
plans for beyond college. at
is right, the climate is just right
for an outbreak of senioritis, but

we should all do our best to resist it. We should make our last
month and a half of life at UPS
as important a part of our educational experience as the last 3
3A semesters while leaving UPS
a strong community for future
students.
I do not know how common
the feeling is, but I have felt the
creeping of early onset senioritis and I am sure many others
who are grading this spring are
feeling the same way. "Why
continue to invest our time in
events and activities at the university?"we are asking ourselves,
"Why keep up with our readings for class when we already
have after college plans worked
out and our GPAs will quickly
start to matter less and less?"
Yet, despite the obvious rea-

MEDIA

CONT. FROM PAGE

see it), the glaring typos and
grammatical inconsistencies —
but the offensive nature of the
document is consistent with
most underground media. It's
funny, offensive and pulls out
all the stops. Not only that, but
Cruzer Magnum and his crew
are remarkably well informed.
They know how ASUPS works,
what the students think and
how to push buttons. They also
manage their identities very
well, as no one knows exactly
who puts the Anti Trail out,
despite having put out seven
issues so far. That's some grade
A secrecy right there.
But because of the offensive
nature, the typos, and the 'fuck
you' attitude, people don't take
the Anti Trail seriously. Without the pedigree of transparency and accountability, the
UPS community is not willing
to consider that they are ignoring important parts of their
community through childish
behavior and petty squabbling.
The Anti-Trail has brought up
some serious points, but without anything to balance them,
nothing is done.
The CAIR group on the
other hand is struggling to
find concrete support for their
changes, which have had an
effect on campus. By directly
addressing the administration
with a list of concerns and desired solutions, they have started to affect the changes they
outlined. Already, the Faculty
Senate (yes, the Faculty have
their own senate) has met and
discussed possibilities for diversity training, and ways to
try and integrate diversity into
the classroom. Subcommittees
of CAIR are assigned to each
of their goals to ensure that
these problems are hashed out
with the appropriate people.
The CAIR group understands
that if they create a forum
where diversity is encouraged
and let flourish, the students
begin to think and discuss the
issue almost unconsciously. Is a
new core requirement the best
way to do this? Probably not,
but continued discussions can
elucidate an environment that
will.
But the rhetoric of CAIR,
like the Anti-Trail, once again

6

has threatened it. By_continuing to harp on the Thug-Life
party and mandate changes,
the students who have seen
the document are put off They
might agree that our campus
is white like vanilla ice cream,
but the way CAIR said these
thingsis not attracting friends.
The Thug-Life tenet in particular, especially when placed
first in the document, is seen
as an automatic disqualification in most people's eyes. Everything after that is doomed.
CAIR should be content that
a few key individuals involved
in the Thug-Life party last semester were dealt with according to the University's conduct
policy. Any disciplinary action
taken is confidential between
the University and the student,
so mandating that the University disclose the results is unrealistic. If the University were to
relent, it would set an unhealthy
precedent. Also, demanding
a more sincere apology from
someone is only going to result
in more hollow words. The best
course of action here is to let it
go. With all the hubbub, it will
be a long time before anything
like that happens again.
Both groups have presented
good ideas but it's the rhetoric
that sabotages their actual effect. Effective change does not
occur through mass declarations or anonymous spearing.
Change is best done through
serious one-on-one conversations over time. This is how
people change political views,
alter life goals and fall in love.
A lot of pain could be spared
if the members of CAIR cultivated relationships with the
students they hope to win over
to their side. The top down
structure isn't a bad idea, but if
the students aren't convinced,
these changes will be useless.
The Anti-Trail has already won
over many discontent students
but they need to start using
their power. They need to take
the lead if they're going to get
anywhere.
Brandon Lueken reminds you
that we've still got seven weeks left
in the semester, and that's plenty
of time for excitement in the UPS
community.

Scraping
your plates

son to keep up with school
work (grad schools and future
employers are going to check),
I think it is a good idea to
continue to be academically
engaged and to excel. For the
courses and areas of study that
our undergraduate careers are
aimed at, this is the end. This is
our last chance to learn a little
more about the diverse subjects
that we can breach in an undergraduate education. It is our
last chance to write one more
excellent essay on a topic that
will not serve us any real world
value come June. For me, this
semester will be my last history course and my last English
course for a long time, possibly
forever. I do not want to waste
that. This is our last chance to
get the most out of our liberal

arts education and undergraduate experience.
Just because we are leaving the campus activities and
our connections in the campus
community behind, does not
mean we should disengage from
those commitments either. We
have invested too many years
here to justify the thought that
since we are leaving we should
completely disengage. Though
losing touch may be inevitable,
especially if we find ourselves
far from Tacoma, it is also inevitable that this disconnect will
be slow and will be made slower
by instant messaging and Facebook tying us to people still at
UPS. We have every reason
to continue to be involved and
dedicated to the campus whether it is through a commitment

STUPID

to maintaining a strong Greek
System that serves students or
a commitment to student media so that it continues to be
of interest to students into the
next year. Whatever it is you do
on campus that you care about,
keep it up, we are not done yet.
I want to give in to senioritis as much as, or perhaps more
than, the next student, but I
know I still have responsibilities. I managed to write this
article and if I was able to remain focused enough to write
aprintable article on the topic
of senioritis, we should all be
able to continue being active
students and members of the
campus community for another
month and a half.
Seth B. Doherty writes poetry
outside instead of doing homework.
CONT. FROM PAGE
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penis is designed to function
The message I'm driving at is thing with pointy ends (duh).
with reduced circulation, but DON'T TAKE VIAGRA IF If you are sharing sex toys, or
not for very long. Sometimes YOUR BITS WORK PROP- if you are inserting something
the penis will go limp during ERLY. There's a much better that isn't made for sex (candles,
sustained periods of arousal way to get the exact same ef- vegetables), put a condom over
and sexual activity; this is nor- fect: cockrings! A cockring is a it first, whether it's going in a
mal (if occasionally frustrating) band of plastic or leather that vagina or anus.
and healthy. Nitric oxide is the you put around your penis and
Of course the stupidest unchemical compound that sig- behind your balls after you are safe thing that people do is
nals the corpora cavernosa to erect. It prevents blood from have sex without barriers: conrelax the smooth muscles and leaving (but allows blood to doms, dental dams, and gloves.
fill with blood.
enter) the pe- Wear the latex, folks.
Sildenafil does
nis, with the
Glynnis Kirchmeier is incredibly
not directly
added bonus pleased that there is a picture of a
The message I'm drivin a
cockring on this page.
cause an erec- is DON'T TAKE VIA
that you can
tion, but it al- IF YOUR BITS WORK take it off if
lows the nitric PROPERLY.
it starts to
oxide to be
hurt. You can
more effective
get them for
Center for Drug Evaluation
and therefore
cheap at most
and Research. "Sildenafil citrate
makes a harder erection.
sex stores, and sometimes they
(marketed as Viagra)." 2 October
Asleep yet? Great! So why is come with nifty attributes like
2007. US Food and Drug Adthis a problem?
vibrators.
ministration. 29 March 2008. <
Well, because of the relationOther stupid things people do
ship between sildenafil and besides take non-prescription
http://www.fda.gov/Cder/drug/
nitric oxide, if you are taking drugs: every hospital emergenInfoSheets/patient/sildenafilPlS.
medications with nitrates in cy room has a box full of things
htm>.
them, your blood pressure may that people lost up their butts.
Cleveland Clinic Center
drop to dangerous levels. Like These range from the relatively
most chemical tools the body mundane (vibrators without for Consumer Health Information. "Priapism." March 2008.
uses, nitrates have more than bases that were inserted inside
Cleveland Clinic. 29 March
one function, one of them be- but were too slippery to get out
ing heart regulation. Other side again) to the alarming (pens
2008. < http://www.clevelandeffects include a blue tinge in and pencils — perforated colon,
clinic.org/health/health-info/
your vision, vision loss, head- anyone?) to the amusing (a can
docs/2900/2908.asp>.
ache, flushing (a lot of blood of Axe body spray — seriously).
Olivero,
Helena. "Thrill Quest:
going to your face and chest),
Now, when you put things
Young
Men
Experiment With
upset stomach, fainting, uri- up the vagina, they come right
Viagra." 20 April 2004. Anchornary tract infection, diarrhea back out again because the va(sexy!) stroke, or heart attack gina is designed that way. The
age Daily News. 29 March 2008.
(brain 'damage and funerals are anus: not really. When you put
< http://www.biopsychiatry.com/
also incredibly sexy). And, of things in the vagina, it says,
sildenafil/young-men.html>
course, priapism.
"Oh, well, that was fun. Out
Rx List. "Viagra: Clinical
What is priapism, you ask? If you go," while the anus says,
Pharmacology."
2008. Rx List. 29
you have an erection for hours
Toirik! That's mine!"Trying to
March
2008.
<
http://www.rxlist.
or sometimes days (!), the tis- push it out won't work. All you
com/cgi/generic/viagra_cp.htm >.
sue starts to die because there's can do is go to the emergency
not proper circulation. Treat- room and say, "So, I was walkSalyer, David. "The Dangers
ment includes medications and in and I slipped..."
of Using and Abusing Viagra."
poking your penis with needles,
Fortunately, there is one easy
November 2004. The Body: The
but if the erection goes on for tip for putting things up your
Complete HIV/AIDS Resource.
too long, you may need to am- ass safely: make sure it has a
29
March 2008. < http://www.
putate the dead tissue.
wide base or handle, especially
thebody.
c o m/ co n te n t/ ar t 32246
Oh yes. You read that cor- if you don't want to hold it the
rectly.
entire time. Don't insert any.html>
.

EARTH
science needs to be glamorized somehow, for more than
one reason. We need people
to care more about it, and we
need more people to do it. It's
the idea of doing something

Snow
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that has never been done before
that should motivate you. Is
there a chance that every little
boy might dream of saving his
planet at some point or another
in his childhood?

Artistic
bathroom
graffiti
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Environmental scientists are
unsung superheroes, after all,
but they don't have to be.
Isabelle Eyre boldly hopes for
Earth like she never has before.

Fewer
negative
thumbs
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Freshman Orientation this past fall. Only 12 poun
of trash was produced from the picnic in which
bout 1500
le were served.
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What Does Not
Non-recyclable materia
Glass, ceramics or dishes
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Styrofoam containers or pellets
Plastic take-out food containers
Paper towels, plates or napkins
Light bulbs
Lids or caps
Disposable diapers or rags
Plastic lined paper cup
Toxic container
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off some of the separate food wastes from a

Feb. 1
2005, President
Thomas signed the
Talloires Declaration, a ten`,
point plan to integrate sustainab
and current environmental knowle
caching, research, operations, and outreach
ivrsities. This allowed UPS to join with many
n ersities in educating ourselves and others aboU
inability. Currently, the declaration has been si
over 350 university presidents in over 40 countrie
s ince UPS signed on, the campus has made a large e
become as sustainable as possible.
In addition to implementing sustainability in campus operations, such as the SUB and Diversions, UPS,
is participating in and hosting a number of upcoming
stainability events. On April 12 and 13, UPS is'ending volunteers to the Green Festival in Seattle. This festival celebrates
ustairukbility and educates peo
owimportant the actic.,

ainable Activr
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Hey You! Hungry for a good book?

The winner: "Sisterhood of the Traveling Ants".

Epicures and bibliophiles unite! The second annual
UPS Edible Book Festival took place in Collins Memorial Library on April Fools' Day as part of the International Edible Book Festival.
Begun in 1999, the festival commemorates the
birthday of French gourmand Jean-Anthelme BrillatSavarin, and gives clever book lovers everywhere the
opportunity to simultaneously celebrate two of life's
greatest pleasures.
Librarian Sue Boggs initiated the festival at UPS
last year and said that it "gives people a chance to be
creative and also to show appreciation of books and
literature."
Students, staff, faculty and other readers came together to provide a humorous approach to "serious"
literature.
This year's whimsical entries were inspired by a
broad range of literary works, including children's
classics such as Green Eggs and Ham and "Hairy Pot
R" and dense masterpieces such as "Olive or Twist"
and "War and Peas".
As the International Edible Book Festival's official
web site quips, the event gave a whole new meaning
to "eating one's words."
The winner of the contest was the Sisterhood of the
Traveling Ants," by Liz Howell.

"Olive or Twist"? Charles Dickens would be proud.

By Merissa Moeller
Photos by Kelsey Wiseman

'The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn." Re-release.

"The Lord of the Rings," improved with cuter trolls

ail

rem', of Pogo, Snd
April 1. 00.

P..x. FestIv.,

Ile of book Of diffeff. , )#4, -,
trod Ify ,

"The Catcher in the Rye" without all of the angst.

The staples of life, in "Like Water and Chocolate."
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Even wizards have to deal with hairballs.

Enjoy your fill of Foolish Pleasures tonight
By Elyssa Dahl
edahl@ups.edu

software, to encourage expression via film.
A long-standing tradition at
A&E Writer
UPS, this year's Foolish Pleasures promises to hold up the
You could spend tonight reputation of years past. A few
browsing YouTube, scouring YouTube searches and you'll
for hilarious short films. As ge- find films that have won over
nius as the web site is, you will the years.
undoubtedly run into a couple
The event will be emceed by
of links you will wish you had seniors John Espey and Elliot
not clicked on. So let your stu- Trotter. They will give short
dent government do all the introductions to the films, as
hard work for you.
submitted by the filmmakers.
Enter: Foolish Pleasures. The
As for what to expect on
annual student-run film festi- screen,
there are not strict
val will be hosting a night of guidelines.
Various groups
original films created, directed throughout UPS contribute to
and acted solely by the UPS the festival, from sports teams
community. Films will start at to theme houses and everyone
9p.m. in Marshall Hall.
in between.
Foolish Pleasures will be
Most of those who submit
hosted as a joint effort of two films are not dedicated to bedepartments of ASUPS me- coming the next great Ameridia: Campus Films and Praxis can director, so do not expect
Imago._ As dynamic parts of to get bombarded with weird,
the UPS community, you can pretentious films.
expect the atmosphere to be
Usually the films are narrahigh-energy
tives. They illustrate crazy voyCampus Films, a media pro- ages or satirize college life or
gramming group, is responsible contemplate the meaning of
for bringing students movies
-life.
in Rausch over the weekends. human
They range from comedic to
Praxis Imago is a film produc- serious and from mini-blocktion group that provides stu- busters, music videos and exdents with equipment, from perimental art films.
cameras to professional editing

Some of the film makers
who have dedicated their efforts this year are John Espey,
Katie Lind and Robot House.
But you will have to make it
out to Foolish Pleasures to be
a part of the first audience to
screen their works!
Foolish Pleasures this year is
adopting an Academy Awards
theme.
Throughout the night, a
panel of judges will honor the
films with various awards. By
the end, one of the films will
be declared Best Picture.
As a bonus, Garden Level
will make a special appearance.
So consider this a film festival and concert all in one. For
free!
Without a film program
here at UPS, Foolish Pleasures
is the best way to get a picture
of what it is like to express perspective through the media of
film. It is an interesting look at
various approaches to telling a
story.
Tonight, April 4, Marshall
Hall will become the school's
own movie theater at 9 p.m.
But instead of paying $10 for
a worthless film, you get free
popcorn and delightfully fresh
perspectives. As Foolish Plea-

sures host John Espey said,
this night is "not something to
miss.
Ifyou cannot make it tonight,
Praxis Imago is planning to release a D VD containing all the
submissions to the festival. It

should be for sale by the time
Log Jam '08 rolls around. For
I) \Ms from_previous years,
contact Praxis Imago.
•Elyssa Dahl would never waste
valuable study time on You Tube.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ABBY KAUFMAN

The two intrepid hosts of Foolish Pleasures plan to release a
DVD for those unlucky people who can't make it to the show.
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Musical elitism can harm artistic pleasure
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Listeners should release judgment, criticism and just enjoy
By Elizabeth Newton
emnewton@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Throughout history, music
has been a force for good. From
the Jazz Age to Woodstock,
the powerful influence of music on popular culture has done
everything from simply giving
people something to dance to,
to inspiring full-on revolution.
Today, musicians still have a
great deal of power. From Bono
and his massive philanthropic
efforts to the New York Philharmonic's monumental performance in North Korea this
February, it is clear that musicians can still be diplomats for
revolution and peace in our
turbulent, divided world.
But beneath these glowing examples of the unifying
forces of music, modern music

is riddled with divides that destroy its potential to do good.
Today, in 2008, the scope
of popular music is seemingly
limitless. This is made clear
through the endless list of
genres and sub-genres we use
to classify our music. Progrock, incie-pop, kraut-rock,
alt-country, trip-hop, crustcore, and this is just the beginning.
Modern music seems defined by its complexity. Too
many times I have heard people express convoluted musical
tastes involving winded explanations about how an artist's
new album is "too derivative
of Pavement" or "only partially
influenced by late 1998 postrock." What do these sentences even mean?
Keep this in mind: I am
not denouncing the value of
critique or analysis. I do not

think everyone should like all
music.
Criticism can help us to
deeper understand what we
are -listening to, and why. But
the most productive way to
express our personal tastes is
not through jumbled, pseudointellectual jargon that makes
us feel smart.
Let's instead express our
musical tastes in positive ways:
going to concerts of artists we
like, supporting them by paying for their music, playing
their music at our parties, and
learning their songs on our
guitars.
If you don't care for a certain
artist or album, then don't buy
their music.
Unfortunately, often times I
see people using their distaste
for an artist or genre as evidence that their musical taste
is somehow superior to those

Japan Week celebrates
Asian tradition, heritage

who disagree with them. Of- to concerts just so they can
ten times I see people using buy the band's T-shirt. Then
their knowledge of a particular they spend the whole concert
artist as ammunition against texting and smoking, never acothers who don't share this tually listening to the band.
knowledge. This is a tragedy.
Sometimes, music is used as
Maybe at some point in our a social tool, like when we use
past, it was necessary or accept- our Facebook "music" sections,
able to use music as a weapon. potentially venues for sharing
But nct in today's world. We good artists, merely as billcan't allow music — the one boards to flaunt alphabetized
thing that can unite us — to lists of all the music in our
become the thing separates us. iTunes library.
Both of these things transIn desperately trying to label, quantify, and define music, form music, a thing to be apour generation, brainwashed preciated and experienced,
by Pitchfork and Top 50 Al- into an item meant to be sold
bums Lists, has lost sight (or or manipulated for personal
rather, hearing) of what makes gain. This, too, is a tragedy.
music so amazing.
Music can be exciting, sad,
Do not forget that among all angry, or hopeful. This abilthe hyphenated genres and ar- ity to express the entire range
bitrary titles, music, at its very of human emotion is music's
core, is art. greatest value to us.
Sometimes, music is used as
a commodity. I see people go
SEE ELITISM PAGE I2

WHAT'S UP AT UPS?
FRIDAY
11 A.M.
12 PM.
5 PM.
7:30 PM.
9 PM.

APRIL 4, 2008
ALOHA FRIDAY
JAPAN WEEK, JAPANESE ACTIVITY
TENNIS (W) VS. WHITWORTH
PIANO RECITAL BY MYONG-100 LEE,
GUEST FACULTY 2007-2008
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS "FOOLISH PLEASURES"

SATURDAY, APRIL 5, 2008
10 A.M.
TRACK & FIELD: SHOTWELL INVITATIONAL
11 A.M.
TENNIS (W) VS. WHITMAN
GOLF (W): SPRING INVITATIONAL
1 PM.
FRENCH PLAY: "LE JEU DE L'AMOUR ET DU
8 PM.
HASARD"
9 PM.
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS "FOOLISH PLEASURES"
SUNDAY, APRIL 6, 2008
1 PM.
GOLF (W): SPRING INVITATIONAL
7:30 PM.
BRASSWORKS CONCERT

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLLY HARTMAN

Japan Week coincided with the beautiful spring weather and the blooming of the cherry trees

By David Lev
dlev@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Japan is an important strategic ally of the U.S., has the
second largest economy in the
world and has a fascinating and
unique culture of its own. Yet,
according to Professor Karl
Fields, Americans are woefully
ignorant about Japan.
To counter this ignorance
about such a fascinating country, the Foreign Language and
Asian Studies departments
came together to put on Japan
Week, a week-long celebration
of Japanese culture that concluded this Thursday. Hopefully you all took advantage of it.
Events in the week included
a cherry blossom viewing in
Seattle, a koto (Japanese zither) and shakuhachi ( Japanese
flute) concert, and a Mountain
Temple style tea ceremony.
The celebration also included
a showing of the film Kamome
Shakudo, about a woman who
wens a Japanese restaurant in
Finland. Tabling in Wheelock

Student Center by Japanese
students aimed to promote and
expand the Japanese department.
All of these activities and
events were designed to help
students learn more about the
many facets of Japanese culture
and heritage.
"Japan has an ancient history
and culture and we'd like to
share it with on and off-campus communities," said Professor Mikiko Ludden, a UPS
Japaneseprofessor.
Asian Studies has a strong
presence on campus, and this
is an opportunity for faculty
and students to showcase what
we're doing here," Fields said.
Both Fields and Ludden recommended that students go to
as many events as they can, as
each one is a unique opportunity to gain valuable insight
into unique aspects of Japanese
culture.
The concert on Monday and
the tea ceremony on Tuesday
were especially recommended,
as both of these were events
that Americans would not have
necessarily experienced.

Additionally, throughout Japan Week, the second floor of
Wyatt was decorated with Japanese calligraphy done by students as well as with Japanese
cultural items, much like the
Lunar New Year decorations
that occupied the same space a
few months ago.
Hopefully the wide variety
of events this week interested
plenty of students. As students
of the University of Puget
Sound, we are given many opportunities to experience Asian
culture, including everything
from Japan Wee_( to the Lunar New Year celebrations to
APASU's occasional Wee Ours
events.
One does not need to be
Asian or a student of either
Chinese or Japanese to be involved in these events: they are
open and accessible to everyone
Who wants to be involved.
As college students, we are in
a stage of our lives where exposure to other cultures is plentiful and easy to find.

MONDAY, APRIL 7, 2008
6 PM.
SOCIAL JUSTICE FILM SERIES
7 PM.
LEAVING PARADISE: HAWAIIANS IN THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST
TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 2008
6:30 PM.
HISPANIC FILM SERIES "FUGITIVAS"
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
7:30 PM.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 2008
12 P.M.
THE U.S. AND IRAN: CAN WE AVOID A WAR?
4 PM.
CELEBRATION OF FACULTY AUTHORS
THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 2008
3 PM.
HISPANIC FILM SERIES, PRESENTATION ON
"FUGITIVAS" BY DR. JORGE PEREZ PEREZ
THOMPSON HALL SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS
4 PM.
SEMINAR: RAYMOND B. HUEY
8 PM.
LEONARD PITTS LECTURE
FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 2008
4 P.M.
TENNIS (M) VS. GEORGE FOX
SR. THEATRE FESTIVAL 2008: "MORT" BY TERRY
7:30 PM.
PRATCHETT
7:30 PM.
OPERA SCENES WORKSHOP
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS "SWEENEY TODD"
8:30 PM.
KITTREDGE GALLERY: WARD DAVENNY & ZHI LIN

SEE JAPAN PAGE I2
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Commencement
Bay Coffee Co.
delights visitors
By Gina Tzodikov
gtzodikov@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Although their name gives
the impression that they have
waterfront dining at Commencement Bay Coffee Cornpany, the food makes up for
this misconception. Located
at 2354 Jefferson Avenue, this
café offers delicious panini
sandwiches, a full coffee menu
and an assortment of baked
goods.
The inside of the café has
green and purple walls with
light wood tables and chairs
spaciously arranged. The decor
is casual with couches available as well as tables. There
are also paintings of seashells,
animals and plants. A variety
of handmade goods and art is
available for sale.
The colors and decorations
give the café an earthy laidback atmosphere. The café also
provides free wireless internet,
which makes it another perfect place to eat and study off
campus.
The café provides an option
for ordering food to go or dining in for breakfast, lunch, or
a quick snack. There are soup
and sandwich specials daily.
Their menu is extensive and
includes grilled panini sandwiches, cold sandwiches, salads and the choice to create
your own sandwich. As usual,
it was tough to decide what I
wanted to try.
I finally chose a panini called
the Mediterranean Medley,
which came with sliced grilled
chicken, marinara sauce, olives
and Parmesan cheese. These
ingredients were served on
crusty white panini bread, and
were accompanied by pickles
and potato chips. The entire
meal came in a black basket
that was protected by black
and white checkered sandwich
paper.
Each component of the
sandwich blended well together to make a flavorful lunch,
but I have to say that I have
had better sandwiches at other
cafés.

THE TRAIL

JAPAN

CONT. FROM PAGE I I

I also ordered a 12oz Chai
Latte, which was delicious.
It was warm, creamy, frothy,
and had the ideal amount of
4
chai spice. It was perfect for
the most recent crazy Tacoma
weather of rain, snow and then
some sunshine.
To go along with my drink,
my friend and editor-in-chief
of The Trail, Chelsea Taylor, ordered a piece of lemon
bread.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLLY HARTMAN
Lemon is not my favorite
type of quick bread, but this Japan Week festivities have concluded, but the Japanese house, located on Theme Row, offers
was the best lemon bread I students opportunities to further explore Japanese culture and language throughout the year.
have ever had. It had lemon
zest in it and had a texture
I would hope that we could
So, hopefully those of you going to be able to live in peace
in between pound cake and leave this school not only with who were exposed to Japan on this planet is by understandsponge cake.
our degrees in some specific Week were inspired to either ing each other, and I think that
Regarding her love for this major or other, but with a truly seek out other interesting cul- events such as these encourage
bread, Chelsea Taylor ex- liberal arts education where tural events happening in the us to try.
claimed, "It is amazing. It has we understand more about the future, or even take an Asian
David Lev is learning a lot
the perfect sponginess. It must world around us than when we Studies or Japanese class.
about other cultures.
be made with a special kind of entered this school.
The only way that we're ever
flour!"
I also chose a dessert, chocolate raspberry bread, which,
CONT. FROM PAGE I I
for $1.50, was decadent and
intensely chocolaty. It was a
Sometimes this requires that empathy, passion, and awareBecause the world we curgood thing the portions they
music
be negative. But we can- ness, then we can make these rently live in is a frightening
serve are not too big, since this
treat was too good to eat in not let our attitudes toward the values we use to approach one, in which money, bombs,
music become similarly nega- the problems that plague our and ignorance often times
moderation.
work!.
have the greatest power.
Among the other baked tive.
Oscar
Wilde
said,
"Life
imiIt
is
essential
that
all
of
us
There are plenty of things,
goods that I wanted to try
were banana bread, marion- tates art far more than art imi- — as consumers, as musicians, from race, to gender, to reliberry bread and some delicious tates life." If we deal with mu- as dancers, as listeners — rec- gion, which support human
sic in a negative, careless way, ognize music's power and use division. Music cannot be one
looking pumpkin scones.
then
it follows that our actions it wisely.
of these things.
A downside to the cafe is its
Respect music as an art form,
Disagree, but for God's sake,
hours of operation. They are will become similarly negative
not as a commodity or fashion please do not divide. Let us
open on weekdays from 6 a.m. and careless.
If we become hateful, judg- statement.
allow music to inspire within
to 6 p.m. so you can forget
Take a music class. Support us a positive force for change
any late night study sessions mental listeners, then it folor dinner. On weekends they lows that we will become hate- your friends and their musical in a world that needs it so, so
endeavors. Find out why peo- badly.
close even earlier at 2 p.m. and ful and judgmental citizens.
Once we transform music ple like music that you don't
Sunday they are not open at
Elizabeth Newton is new to
into a pure art form, uninhibit- like. Buy a harmonica. Experi- the A&E staff We are so happy to
all.
I would suggest making a ed by labeling and elitism, and ence live music. Support local
have her writing for us!
stop at the Coffee Company approach it with values like bands. Sing in the shower.
and enjoying a hot grilled panini, coffee or tea beverage and
a piece of lemon bread while
looking out over downtown
Tacoma.
Who knows? You may even
Everybody's heard of the rum and Coke and the tefind yourself inspired by the
quila shot since they are really simple drinks to make
lovely view of the Tacoma
at a party. Though they are classic and get the job
Dome and Tacoma Self Stordone, here are some other drinks that have only one
age building.
type of alcohol and are definitely different.
Gina Tzodikov wants some
-Matt Hoffman

ELITISM

The Collegiate Connoisseur

chocolate raspberry bread right now.
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Business students: Interested in getting involved?
The Trail is looking to hire a Business Manager

1

Cocktails

Qualifications/Responsibilities:
Interest in marketing/promotion to obtain
advertisements
Manage budget and payroll
Obtain valuable experience for your resume!
E mail trail@ups.edu
-

Moscow Mule

Salty Dog

Supposedly, this drink was so popular that
it shifted Americans' preferences from gin to
vodka.
In a chilled mug with ice, pour 1 1/2
ounces of vodka, 172 ounce lime juice and
then fill the mug with ginger beer. Stir
well.

Stir together 1 1/2 ounces vodka and 6
ounces of grapefruit j uice. Then, coat the
rim of the glass with grapefruit juice and
frost with coarse salt

Hot Toddy

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE
2611 N. Proctor St.
Fri April 4th - Wed April 9th •
Juno
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee @ 4:15 pm
Thursday April 10th
Tacoma Sister Cities Film & Food Festival
Buddy Norway
Doors open 5:45 pm
253-752-9500 www.bluemousetheatre.com

IN= NM NM MI 11111111
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Hot Buttered Rum

According to the Joy of Cooking, this drink
This drink is recommended for wet and cold
environments, so it seems perfect for Tacoma.
has been said to make a Puritan man see double and feel single.
It was also originally believed to cure the flu.
In a warmed 8-ounce mug, place 1 teaIn an 8 ounce mug, place 1 1/2 ounces
rum, 1 teaspoon honey, 1 teaspoon lemon spoon sugar. Add 2 ounces of boiling wajuice and a cinnamon stick. Fill the mug ter, 2 ounces of dark rum and 1 tablespoon
with very hot water and hang a half lemon of butter. Fill the mug with boiling water
and stir well.
slice.
Please consume alcohol responsibly.
INN
mg
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Obama, Clinton to duke it out

CADAVER

CONT. FROM PAGE I

Literally, it's a full on deathmatch, folks!

PHOTOS COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA

By Alex Goya
Political Analyst
With the presidential election quickly approaching, democratic hopefuls Hillary Clinton and Barrack Obama finally
seem to have accepted what the
rest of us knew all along: that
only one of them will duke it
out with John McCain in November.
"The democratic party has
been aching for a unified campaign," Clinton said at a press
conference Saturday. press
stakes are too big in this election for Obama and I to continue tearing apart the Democratic Party. We're prepared to
settle this once and for all."
Obama added, "After discussing the matter in depth,
Hillary and I have decided that
the most civil and proper way
to resolve this matter is a duel
to the death."
No comment was made on
the exact form the duel would
take, however in a later inter,

rn
nk
M
J

view with one of Clinton's top
aids it was mentioned that, "in
accordance with Democratic
principals, no firearms will be
used.'
Although there is speculation
on the combat styles the candidates will be using, it is widely
known that Clinton became
an expert of advanced street
fighting techniques while an
activist and student at Wellesley College from 1965 to 1969.
Rumor has it that Clinton also
won many underground fighting tournaments while attending Yale Law School in the
early seventies, although these
have been refuted by Clinton's staff. In addition, many
balisong "butterfly" type knives
were shipped to the White
House in 1996 during the
Clinton administration. There
is however, no way to confirm
the purchaser.
Little is known about what
style of combat Obama will use
for the duel, although many experts are of the opinion that it
will be fling shui. Right wing

political commentator Rush
Limbaugh, while discussing the
issue with a guest on his radio
show, concluded that, "because
of his heritage, Obama is guaranteed to use suicide bombing as his tactic of choice." The
guest later pointed out that
suicide bombing, "doesn't even
make sense."
The Combat Zone's own investigation did however, turn
up remarkable new evidence
that could have implications
far beyond the battle.
"When running comparisons
between Barrack. Obama and
known fighters, we found that
[Obama] shares an uncanny
likeness to Dwayne "The Rock"
Johnson," says senior investigator Terrence Pickles. "Observe
speech patterns, annunciation,
and diction. In other words,
Obama speaks exactly the same
as The Rock does.' He then
added that, "there is definitely
a correlation here, some sort
of association. I'm not saying
that they're the same person,
that he's some sort of politician
by night;
day, professional
professional wrestler
it's possible. Just
look at The Rock's signature
moves: the "People's Elbow"?
And you've got to be crazy if
you don't think that Obama
wouldn't want to "(Bar)rock
Bottom" Hillary at this thing."
The actual death match is
scheduled to take place on Apr.
22, and will be aired on CSPAN. Stuart will host.
Alex has his money on Kucinich,
who he thinks will storm the fight
wearing only a speedo.

New meal point plan demanded
By Cruzer Magnum
Food Critic

In what some believe is definitely food for thought, it seems
that students are not satisfied
with current meal plans. Apparently, many students believe
that a mere 400 ,points a day
on the "standard,' meal plan is
simply not enough to sustain
the everyday student.
"Are they serious?" freshman
Dylan Khan asked. "They really expect me to eat only 400
points a day? Do you know how
little that is?! I think it's hard to
stomach the fact the university
is completely comfortable with
enforcing the starving college
student stereotype while still
costing us an arm and a leg!
Where does that money go?
It's not like they're using it to
make my food cheaper or make
much-needed improvements
to our campus internet service.
We could be living a life of
luxury with cheaper food and
faster internet connections, but
instead I'm stuck here licking
my monitor in hunger while
waiting for this picture of a
steak to finish loading! I'm so
low on points, I'd do anything
for some! Seriously, give me a
call, I'll write a paper, I'll clean
your room, I1111...well, some
things are best discussed in a
dark alley and I need to put my
glitter first."

Khan went on for several
hours, repeating himself like he
was bitching about the school
paper or something, but I lost
interest quickly. This was about
potato chips, not micro chips!
As of this writing, a double
cheeseburger with fries will
set you back nearly 400 points.
Many students are wondering
something along the lines of
"Great, now what about the
other 2 meals?" What indeed,
what indeed.
In order to get a solution to
this issue, I chose to seek out
the ASUPS President. However, he was out of his office at
the time, so instead, I went to
the nearest office. That office
was the office of the directors
of Technology. Inside, I found
Stefen Moluf, the Assistant
Director of Technology, who

made the mistake of having an
open door policy, which could
attract ants, bears, or writers if
left unchecked.
When I asked Moluf about
the current food problems, he
responded, "What the hell are
you doing in my office? Get
out!" and promptly threw me
out.
College teaches us many
important lessons: how to ask
Mom for money, doing laundry, and hiding pot from the
authorities. It seems only logical that we also learn that most
problems are solved by simply
Rushing them out of your ofhce. Either that, or you need
to learn to do sexual favors in
back alleys.
Cruzer is an expert in all things
menial, including point
management.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ NICK KIEST

Security cameras caught one of the cadavers wandering
through Harned's lowest corridors around midnight last night.

still in the room, though severely damaged.
"It looks as though someone tore at these with a blunt
instrument, or bit through it,"
Dan O'Bannon, TPD officer
said. "They had to be really
desperate.'
Police and administrative officials are still puzzled as to the
motive of the thefts.
"These bodies were heavily
used by students, they're not in
the best condition," O'Bannon
said. "You can't transplant them
or anything."
Possible explanations included black market cadaver selling to unfortunate colleges and
universities. This was most famously executed by the UCLA
medical school in 2004.
"I mean yeah, people could
sell it to a school, but that sort
of thing usually happens when
you are done with the corpses,"
Warren said. "We still needed
these."
Bafflingly, there were no

signs of forced entry upon the
door. Rather, the inside of the
room was askew but mostly intact. A table was pushed into a
corner, some instruments were
knocked on the floor and there
were undisclosed stains on the
door and floor.
"It almost looked as if somebody wanted out," one TPD
officer said.
Some have raised questions
that the bodies had come to
life, that the dead were walking, but officials downplayed
this idea.
"I refuse to dignify that with
an answer," O'Bannon said.
However, with no leads, and
missing bodies, students are
asked to be aware at all times,
and if necessary call Security
for escorts when they feel unsafe. If anyone has any information regarding the thefts,
please contact the police.
Doug Sprague retired from The
Trail years ago, and is now a priest.

Squirrels eat freshman's homework, professor buys it
SDS somehow burns flags along Union Ave. before ASUPS
even buys them with our money
Moustache drawn on portrait of ex-President Pierce in Wyatt
Entire campus falls for April Fool's edition of the Trail

Galactus, Devourer of Worlds, Looks Upon the Earth
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COMBAT ZONE

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please
send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Women's and Men's crew shows well at Daffy
Both teams competed extremely well against D-I, D-II, and D -III opponents
By Erick Peirson

Epeirson@ups.edu
Guest Sports Writer
Varsity crew kicked off the
season with a strong showing
at the annual Daffodil Cup
on American Lake last Saturday, Mar. 29. Seven northwest
schools were represented in
addition to the University of
Puget Sound, including Washington State University, Pacific Lutheran University, Willamette University, University
of Portland, Western Washington University, Lewis & Clark
College and Evergreen State
College.
Spectators turned out in generous numbers, withstanding
the fickle March weather that
has become a hallmark of the
first regatta of the season.
Women's Crew

The top women's varsity eight
(WV8+)- took second-place
to WWU — a DII school — by
about 14 seconds.
"Last year we were down to
them by a bit more," junior
Sarah Armstrong (McCall,

Idaho) said "this shows that
we're getting faster."
Western women are the
reigning NCAA champions.
"By the end of last season
we were almost equals," commented junior Nicola Onnis
(Tigard, Ore.).
The women's B and C varsity
eights took second and third in
the second varsity eight event,
sandwiched tightly between
Western's B and C boats.
"Western pushes us to be
fast," remarked junior Bethany
Scinta (Rochester, N.Y.).
The WV8+ closed out all
other boats in their division,
including Lewis and Clark, a
crew that Scinta described as
our strongest DIII competition in this area," by a wide
margin. This is not an unexpected outcome for the Puget
Sound women, who enrolled
in the "open" class at the 2007
West-coast Intercollegiate
Rowing Association's championship regatta in Sacramento
in order to, as Scinta put it,
"have other boats to race."
The Puget Sound women's
top varsity four (WV4+) took
second to Western but swept
the course in the second var"

sity four (2WV4+) event, tak- is under new leadership for the
ing first and second over LC 2007-2008 school year, with
(third) and Western (fourth). former Willamette coxswain
Line-ups in the fours were Woody Stark replacing alumna
brand new as of the morning of Jess McCullough.
"The team is responding well
the regatta, according to varsity
rowers.
to [Woody]," one rower re"We place less emphasis on marked, "they are rowing very
the fours," Scinta said, "as they well right now."
do not race at nationals."
Men's Crew
Puget Sound women have
set their sights on a medal at
The Puget Sound men's varthe NCAA national championships this year, drawing on sity eight (MV8+) squeezed
a strong senior presence. Last out WSU by just over a second
year, Puget Sound took fourth for a first place finish, setting
in the WV8+ by seven tenths an upbeat tone for the rest of
of a second, and fourth overall, the regatta.
"We were right where we
at the national championship
needed to be," said senior coxregatta.
Women's novice boats held swain Chris Sheppard (Midtheir own, finishing with clean dletown, NJ.) "Even though
victories in the first and second we were down at the 1000, we
novice eights events. Western steadily moved on every stroke,
took second in both of these right through to the finish."
Sheppard- called his rowers
events.
"These women will be row- up early for a long sprint, starting against each other for the ing ju st past the 1500-meter
next four years," remarked a mar k.
"I didn't think I was going to
spectator. "This is a good sign,"
be able to do it, but I did," said
remarked another.
The women's novice four 5-seat Alex Morray (Eugene,
came in second to LC, holding Ore.) "I definitely think it was
a success; it got the job done."
off Willamette.
The women's novice program
The first varsity four (V4+)
took second to WSU later in
the morning. The V4+ was the
men's muscle boat in 2007, taking gold at the West-coast Intercollegiate Rowing Association's championship regatta in
Sacramento and representing
Puget Sound for the first time
at the Intercollegiate Rowing
Association's regatta in New
Jersey.The IRA's annual regatta
is the national championship race for men's crew in the
United States.
"It was disappointing," said
bow-seat Alex Twist (Colorado Springs, Colo.) "but everyone in the boat knows what
their weaknesses were in that
-

race, and they know what we
need to do to come back up on
WSU next time."
Puget Sound men's crew
will race against WSU again
at WIRA 2008 in Sacramento
this May.
"It was a benchmark," sophomore coxswain Laura Thomas
(Lake Oswego, ORE) said.
The men's second varsity four
(2MV4+) took a close second
to WSU's lightweight four, the
same lineup that took gold in
their class at VVIRA last_year.
The 2V4+ closed out LC, PLU,
Willamette and a second WSU
four.
"I felt that if we had hit higher stroke rates, we would have
been a lot faster,"3-seat Amory
Genter (Helena, Mont.) said,
"the set was good, the coxing was good; considering the
weather, it was a good row."
All boats pushed into a strong
psting head-wind throughout
the morning.
The Puget Sound novice
men dominated WSU and LC
in the four, and took second to
WSU in the eight.
"The novice guys raced two
reallygreat races," said coach
Sam Christman, "we're using this race as a jumping-off
point, getting ready to rock the
rest of theseason.'
The men's novice eight
clocked in at 8:01.4, down 17.1
seconds to WSU. Christman's
reaction: "doable; we can get
`ern."
Puget Sound rowers compete
against Northwest Collegiate
Rowing Conference crews on
Saturday, Apr. 5, at the annual
invitational regatta in Vancouver, Wash.
• Erick Peirson encourages the
Lady Loggers every time he gets the
chance.
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The Puget Sound women's rowers took both first and second place in the in the 2WV4+ Saturday.

Men's, women's golf moves
into fifth place in standings
By Brian Ames

bames@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The women'sgolf team traveled south last Friday to compete in the Northwest Conference Spring Classic at Quail
Valley Golf Course in Banks,
Ore. The inclement weather
proved troublesome for NWC
golfers as they were faced with
sporadic snow flurries, sleet,
wind, and rain throughout
both days. However amidst
poor conditions, the Logger women's golf team started
out strong, ending day one in
second place with 366 total
strokes, just three behind the
league-leading Pacific Boxers.
"The conditions weren't optimal, but we came out with our
best game possible and started
out strong," senior Kristine
Juhola (Milwaukie, Ore.) said.
Sophomore Maresa Jenson
(Whitefish, Mont.) shot an
88 to lead the first-day efforts,
with sophomore Megan Starr

(Wayzata, Minn.) trailing
close behind shooting a 92 on
the par-72 course.
In order to maintain their
position or take the lead, the
second day would be crucial
for Puget Sound as the teams
from Linfield and George Fox
finished just three and six shots
behind the Loggers on the first
day, respectively.
The weather improved for
the second day of NWC action. But unfortunately, the
superior conditions did not
produce better scores for the
Loggers. With a day two total
of 368, the Loggers were not
able to surpass Pacific in the
standings.
Freshman Brynn Hurdus
(Gig Harbor, Wash.) of Linfield finished the second day
with a tournament-leading
round of 78, pushing the Wildcats past the Loggers and into
a tie for first place with Pacific
in the weekend's final team
standings.
Puget Sound settled for third
place overall, just ten strokes

behind Pacific and Linfield.
"The small discrepancy between first-and even fourthplace at this tournament shows
Just how competitive our league
is this year. Last year, as conference champions we were the
definitive leaders, but this time
around it's going to take a lot
more to be successful," commented senior Cori Fowler
(Pocatello, Idaho).
Junior Whitney Ueno (Hilo,
Hawaii) of Willamette won
the tournament, shooting a
160 (81-79) on the weekend.
Jenson shot a 90 on the second day to finish fourth overall with a score of 178. On the
second day, Juhola and freshman Sarah Bicker (Salt Lake
City, Utah) improved their first
day scores, finishing in a tie for
tenth place with 184.
The Loggers are now ranked
fifth in the league, but are looking to jump in the standings as
they finish out the season.
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Logger Golf has taken aim at winning a NWC tournament in 08'.

SPORTS
Softball has tough outing
against D II Saint Martin's
By Zack Stoddard

zstoddard@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The UPS softball team is now
8-13 (4-6 NWC) after starting
conference play and traveling
to California over spring break.
Last week, the Loggers lost a
non-conference game to Saint
Martin's and had three games
cancelled due to rain – one
against Saint Martin's and two
against Simon Fraser.
After starting 4-2 in Northwest Conference play, the Loggers have dropped four straight
NWC games to Pacific and
defending national champions
Linfied (Ranked #1 in NCAA
Division III).
The Loggers traveled to
Orange, Calif for the Sun
West tournament to compete
against teams from across the
nation from March 18-20.
After beating St. Catherine
11-3, they lost three in a row
to Chapman, Wesleyan, and St.
Thomas (Minn.). Tie Loggers
split the last day, beating Knox
then losing to Williams.
Sophomore outfielder Hilary
Rice (St. Paul, Minn.) struck it
rich in the Golden State, hitting .688 (11/16) with 5 runs
scored and 3 runs batted in in
six 1ms. Her effort earned
her NWC Player of the Week
honors.
Rice is a slap hitter, meaning
she hits from the lefty batter s
box and starting her run to first
base mid swing.
"It was really fun being in
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California in the sun this past
week and the field was perfect
for slappers because the ball
bounced- a lot," she said.
The highlight of the trip
wasn't her phenomenal work
from the batter's box, but came
when she robbed St. Thomas of
a three run homer in style.
"I don't really remember
much about the catch except
that the ball came at me and I
ran and then all of a sudden I
crashed through the fence and
smashed into the other team's
video camera," Rice said.
She then threw the ball in
to pick off the runner on first,
completing the 8-3 (CF-1B)
double play.
Statistically, the offensive
team leaders so far this season
have been Rice (.436 batting
average and 6 stolen bases in 6
attempts), sophomore outfielder Amelia Kurashige-Elliott
(Berkeley, Calif.) (.370 batting
average and a perfect 1.000
fielding record) and senior
catcher Valarie Barone (San
Jose, Calif.) (.299 batting
batting average, .388 slugging, and runs
batted in).
Barone is a leader behind the
plate and is extremely vocal.
"I talk to my pitcher and my
team," she said, 'but I try to be
as loud as possible."
Her voice serves both to encourage her team and to throw
off the opposition.
"I figure any distraction I can
provide is good."
The Loggers rotate between
3 freshmanpitchers: Andi
Doerflinger ( Juneau, Alaska)

GOLF

"With three tournaments
left, I hope we can stay strong
and perform well," Bicker said
after the Spring Classic.
The Loggers will play two
more tournaments in preparation for the NWC Champi(2.50 ERA), Auriel Sperberg onships at Aspen Lakes Golf
(Tacoma, Wash.) (3.81 ERA Club in Sisters, Ore. April
and 33 strikeouts) and Bijou 19-20.
Felder (Berkeley, Calif.) (5.47
The men's golf team also
ERA).
traveled to Pacific University's
The Loggers' overall numbers home course in Banks, Ore. for
aren't quite up to what they the NWC Spring Classic.
were by the end of last season,
During the first day of the
which suggests that the team 36-hole tournament, the men's
is capable of playing at a much team dealt with similar weathhigher level.
er conditions. However, that
We have so much talent on did not stop the Loggers from
this team," said Rice. "It will turning in some impressive
be really fun when we finally scorecards as they finished day
put all of the pieces together one in fourth place out of nine
towards the end of this sea- teams with a combined score of
son.
322.
Conference play resumes this
Junior Jason Boettner (Toleweekend as the Loggers travel do, Wash.) led the team on day
to Spokane to_play a four game one, shooting 6-over. Sophoseries against Whitworth. The more Jordan Hodge (Tuscon
following ten games are at Ariz.) added 80 to the team
home, starting on April 12 at 2 total and sophomore Mikey
pm against Willamette.
Pannier (Sandy, Utah) finished
Zack Stoddard looks forward to with 83.
a lot of great sporting events in the
The Loggers ended the first
day only one stroke ahead of
next few weeks.
PLU and eleven strokes ahead
of Willamette. Sunday would
need to be a good day for the
Loggers as they attempted to
move up the ranks and keep
their opponents at bay.
As the Loggers headed into
their second day on the course,
Pannier was hopeful for a positive outcome.
"We are looking to improve
on our first day scores. We
know what echelon of golf we
can play and we just need to
bring that tomorrow. We really want to beat PLU," commented Pannier.
The Loggers improved on
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / ANDREW SHERIDAN
their
first day scores by five
Sophomore OF - Hillary Rice

CONT. FROM PAGE 14
strokes as they shot a combined
317 for day two.
Senior Greg Swanson (University Place, Wash.) led the
Loggers, shooting 76 and moving his weekend total to 160.
Hodge stayed consistent and
shot 80 for the second day in
a row while Pannier improved
his score by two from the first
day_ and shot 79.
The three Loggers tied for
sixteenth place overall, shooting 160 for the two-day tournament. Unfortunately for
Pannier and the Loggers, they
could not hold off their crosstown rival as PLU triumphantly claimed fourth place overall,
shooting 311 as a team on day
two.
Pacific was victorious at their
home tournament, beating second-place Whitworth by an astounding 22 strokes. The four
scoring players for the Boxers
placed in the top eight, with
Pacific's freshman Max Bonk
(Kamuela, Hawaii) winning
the individual title, shooting a
two day total of 141 (71-70).
Puget Sound is now ranked
fifth in the league standings
with 8 points in tournament
play behind Linfield (14) Pacific (14), Whitworth (14), and
PLU (10). The Loggers will
face-off this Saturday against
Pacific at Fort Lewis Golf Club
in Lakewood, Wash. The very
next day, the men's team will
travel to Yakima for a 5-way
tournament against NWC;
opponents. After a tournament against PLU the ensuing weekend, the Loggers will
agaj.n head to Yakima for the
NWC Championship tournament April 19-20.
Brian A. Ames has developed
from an ugly freshman duckling into
a beautiful senior swan.

Logger baseball continues skid against Boxers
By Brian Walker

btwalker@ups.edu
Sports Writer
Last weekend the University
of Puget Sound Loggers hosted conference opponent Pacific
University in a two-day, four
game series. Unfortunately for
the Loggers, the only thing
tougher to overcome than the
Boxers' shut-down pitching
was their explosive offensive
firepower.
Senior Tom Glassman (Tacoma, Wash.) took the mound
for UPS to begin the game and
was pounced on early by the
Boxer lineup, allowing the first
five batters on-base. Glassman
then managed to close out the
inning getting two strike-outs
and an out at first with the help
of Logger first baseman Joe
Newland (Tulalip, Wash.).
Pacific was swinging with
ferocious efficiency and continued to pound Glassman,
adding another six runs in the
third inning off of six hits, one
of which was a 3-run homerun to left-field by Pacific's
Matt Hendryx.
The Loggers made a valiant
attempt at a comeback with
Newland, who went 2-3 in the
final three innings including a
solo home run in the eighth,
leading the rally. Despite the
late surge, the Loggers were
unable to overcome the deficit

created in the early innings and
fell to the Boxers 16 - 6 with
Glassman taking the loss and
moving to 1-4 on the season.
In the second game of Saturday's double-header, UPS
did not fare much better. Boxer
right-hander Blaine Knuth
took charge for Pacific grabbing nine strike-outs and, with
the help of his team's sound
defensive play, ended the game
with no Logger runs scored.
The Loggers plate performance was almost as chilly as
the weather.
UPS claimed only three hits
in nine innings of play; one
each from Olson and Newland
and freshman Dakota Resnik
(Bellevue, Wash.) contributing
a single in the ninth.
Dusty Kauflin pitched for the
Loggers and gave up five runs
in the first off of five hits, one of
which was a two-run homerun.
Kauflin quickly hit his stride in
the following innings however.
With two fly-outs to begin the
second inning and a doubleplay from third baseman Travis Hernandez (Burlington,
Wash.) to Newland to end the
third, the Loggers breathed a
little easier. Hernandez's solid
third base play (his first time
at the position) was definitely
a boost throughout the tournament, but UPS errors helped
the Boxers keep base-runners
moving.

Miscues in the second,
fourth and fifth innings all
moved Pacific's players into
scoring position. Pacific didn't
miss any chances to capitalize and quickly moved into an
even more commanding lead
"It's always tough when you
come out flat. We had to come
out firing—we had to do something about those losses."
-Sophomore Doug Cox

at 12-0. Other notable Logger
performers include sophomore
pitcher Justin Ingalls (Honolulu, Hawaii). Ingalls replaced
Kauflin on the mound and
pitched the final four innings
only giving up one run. The
game ended with Pacific on
top 13-0.
As the Loggers headed into
Sunday's games, it was clear
that some changes would need
to be made. Sophomore Doug
Cox (Kailua, Ilawaii) knew
that the team could not hope
to win if they played lackluster
baseball.
"It's always tough when you
come out flat. We had to come
out firing, we had to do something about those losses," Cox
recalled thinking before Sunday's games.
With that determination, the

UPS baseball team set out to
settle the score. After the first
two Logger hitters were hit by
wayward pitches, Olsen zapped
a single to left field that brought
one runner home. However the
Boxers were determined not to
relinquish their superiority in
the series and started with a
volley of doubles and singles
that scored four runs off of
pitching of UPS sophomore
Tim Fogarty (Pacifica, Calif.).
After giving up a two-run
homerun in the very next inning, Fogarty was replaced
by freshman right-hander
Cameron Duvall (Lakewood,
Wash.).To say that Duvall's
pitching was solid would be a
great disservice. In the third,
the Loggers ended the inning
with a third to first double play
and a Duvall strike-out. The
following inning it was three
up, three down as he retired the
side in routine fashion.
Due to the reliablepitching
of Duvall and the solid- .defense
of the Loggers, the Boxers
failed to cross the home plate
even once the rest of the game.
However their early runs carried them through. UPS was
able to muster some offense
thanks largely in part to Gregorio Beck (Chico, Calif.) who
had a two-run rocket homerun
in the fifth and double in the
seventh that he later scored on.
The Boxers managed to hold

on for the win 6-4 going into
the final bout of the series.
Senior Ryan Gustafson (Bellvue, Wash.) took the mound
for the Loggers in game four
and produced shutout through
five innings.
When Jarvis Nohara (Honolulu, Hawaii) took the mound,
UPS took their turn at the plate
and tied the game, courtesy of
a Newland RBI. With Nohara
on the mound, the game remained tied until the final inning when Pacific jumped into
the lead by two scores.
The Loggers' final stand ended quickly: three batters, three
strikeouts and Pacific claimed
the victory 4-2. Cox said that
the team was determined going into Sunday's games to
"show
ow some pride. 'TPo the fans
in the bleachers who watched
the Herculean efforts; efforts
which brought both games
within reach. That is exactly
what happened.
The Loggers go on next to
Portland for another fourgame weekend at the home of
the Lewis and Clark Pioneers.
Cox said the goal of the trip
will be "to prove that we have
the ability to bounce back."
The Pios are currently eighth
in the league with a record of
7-13 among Northwest Conference opponents.
Brian Walker has better things to
do tonight than you.
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Major League Baseball season filled with questions
Big league baseball returns with new names in new places and loads of parody
By Will Holden

wholden@ups.edu
Sports Writer
AL East
1. Boston: Manny is in his
contract year; expect a big
one in likely his last year as a
Sock.
New York: The last year in
the ballpark might bring out
the Bombers' best, but the fall
out from losing Torre along
with "Stray-Rod" and other
distractions won't help.
Toronto: If A.J. Burnett and
Vernon Wells are healthy, this
team bests the bottom half of
the East.
Tampa Bay: Carlos Pena

won't hit 40 plus bombs again,
Rocco Baldelli will continue
to be the biggest fantasy keeper league bust ever and Scott
Kazmir will start the season
on the DL. Not a recipe for
success.
Baltimore: Unlike many
Mariners fans may believe,
Adam Jones is no messiah.
Not this year at least.
AL Central
1. Cleveland: They need more
production from the corner
spots in both the outfield and
infield, but this is a team that
brought the eventual World
Champion to its knees in
October. And Travis Hafner
didn't even hit. Oh yeah, C.C.

Sabathia's in a contract year will start a Hernandez brother
on opening day. And they're
too.
Detroit: Immensely talent- still better than the Royals.
ed no doubt. But Jeremy BonKansas City: Jose (..Quillen
derman, Kenny Rogers, Nate just found out the reward that
Robertson and the `D Train" steroid usage in the modern
will have to pitch better and day gets you.
pull that lineup together if
they want to compete with an
AL West
Seattle: Thank God the AnIndian team that gelled down
gels' 1-2 punch is gone for the
the stretch last year.
Chicago: This team has po- foreseeable future because this
tential every year and this year anemic lineup is going to need
will be no different. See Brian all the help it can get. That
N Anderson for your reason being said, Erik Bedard will
why the oft used won't trans- challenge for the Cy Young.
Los Angeleheim: Their outform this team into a confield isn't getting any younger
tender.
Minnesota: They lost their and their starting infield,
ace, sent their prodigy to the save Chone Figgins, is only
minors to start the year and a couple years older than you

and me. Throw the aforementioned injuries in the mix and
predicting their success is as
hazy as figuring out which
city they play in.
Oakland: Yes, they lost Dan
Harren and Nick Swisher,
but they still have Joe Blanton, Rich Harden and Bobby
Crosby. Most importantly,
they still have Billy Beane,
who turns subtractions into
additions well enough to keep
the A's out of last place.
Texas: Ian Kinsler and Josh
Hamilton give the Ranger a
reason to be optimistic. 'their
starting rotation gives outfield
season ticket holders at Arlington a reason to bring their
hard hats.
Will Carl Crawford and
the new look Rays have
their first winning season
ever?

Will Matt Holliday and
the upstart Rockies repeat
in the N.L.?
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Will Erik Bedard lead the
M's to an A.L. West Pennant for the first time since
2001?

Will Ortiz and free-agent-to-be Manny
Ramirez win another World Series?
PHOTOS COURTESY OF Z.ABOLITCOM

NL East
Philadelphia: They've got
too much talent in a hitter
friendly park not to pull this
division off again. Who knows,
now that he s a starter, Shane
Victorino may be the perennial Phillies MVP candidate.
New York: They've got too
many questions not to blow a
huge division lead again. For
Christ's sake they have a Pagan
starting in left field!
Atlanta: Maybe this is the
year the Braves discover that
a pitching staff full of oldies
won't be delivering goodies to
a young defensive lineup. Once
they start looking for more talent like Jair Jurrjens and stop
hoping that this isn't the year
John -Smoltz's arm explodes,
they'll compete in this division.
Washington: The Nats have
a Mitchell Report inductee, a
22-year-old whose behavior
led his teammates to hang a
"Know your place" sign over
his locker and guy who has a
history of violent behavior and

Will Torre have success in his first season at
the helm of the Dodgers
after years of winning in
New York?

was accused of threatening his made some great additions in Kinney and Juan Encarnacion.
wife and child in the starting Josh Fogg and Jeremy Affeldt With four of your five startlineup. Let's hope their pretty to bolster the back of their ro- ing pitchers, two of your go-to
middle relivers and your right
new ballpark covers these sto- tation and bullpen.
Houston: The same could be fielder out, be glad your name
ries up.
Florida: The Marlins will said for Houston. When Kaz isn't Tony LaRussa.
Pittsburgh: Perhaps the
work without their franchise Matsui gets back, this may be
center pieces and miracle- the best 1-8 lineup in a strong Pirates were foolish to cut
worker Joe Girardi this year. offensive division to go along Byung-Hyun Kim. If he threw
But they may be poised for with an underrated starting another pitch over the left field
fence the Pirates might have
another 2003-esque breakout five and a great bullpen.
Chicago: I'm sorry, but I been able to make Sports Cenif Scott Olsen, Andrew Miller,
Rick VandenHurk and Rick hate this team. At 31, Kosuke ter.
Nolasco all figure it out at the Fukudome is coming over with
NL West
worse numbers than the medisame time.
Arizona: Eric Byrnes won't
ocre Hideki Matsui, the center
of their lineup strikes out too have another career year, but
NL Central
Milwaukee: Conceivably ev- often, they might be the weak- with this young lineup coming
ery player in the Brewers lineup est team in the majors up the into its own he probably wont
is primed for a breakout year. middle and their bullpen is need to. Add Brandon Webb,
That alone should be enough suspect at best. Besides Car- Dan Harren and the possibilto answer any early questions los Zambrano, the only power ity of Randy Johnson to that
pitcher in baseball (if you don't equation and the snakes look
about their pitching.
Cincinnati: This team is bet- count soft-tossers Mark Buer- pretty venomous.
Colorado: There hasn't
ter than you think. They have hle and Livan Hernandez) to
solid young talent to go along throw over 200 innings each of been a more enjoyable time to
with polished players like the last five years, Bartolo Co- speculate about the Rockies in
their 15-year history. EveryAdam Dunn and Ken Griffey lon's it, this team is toast.
St. Louis: Current disabled thing hinges on their starting
and they have a legitimate 1-2
punch in Aaron Harang and list: Chris Carpenter, Mark pitching. they won't win 21
Bronson Arroyo. They also Mulder, Matt Clement, Joel out of 22 games again, but if
Pineiro, Tyler Johnson, Josh Jason Hirsch comes off the DL
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soon and Franklin Morales and
Ubaldo Jiminez pitch at least
as well as they did down the
stretch, this team has the talent
to push for another NL crown.
Los Angeles: Let's see how
Joe Torre does without the
most talented lineup in baseball. He'll get some help from
his starting rotation, which
could be as lethal as any he's
had in recent memory with the
Yanks if Jason Schmidt figures
out how to_pitch again when
he comes of -the DL.
San Diego: As long as the
Padres have Jake Peavy and
Chris Young at the front of
their rotation they'll contend.
But the fact that they're expecting to get a meaningful
contribution from Mark Prior
is a daily knee-slapper for Cub
fans everywhere.
San Francisco: They might
come groveling back to Barry
when this season is all said and
done.
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• Will Holden is mad that the
track meet was cancelled due to
snow in late March.
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